
In today’s chaotic world, it’s difficult to maintain positive vibes and 

we lack the motivation to break free of the negative thoughts. Many 

people find themselves in a rut in their careers, family life and just 

life in general. They are bored and unfulfilled, but the negative 

mindset is holding them back from breaking free and finding new 

opportunities. 

In BEYOND THE SLOGAN (ISBN:#978-1-7372175-0-3), author 

Keith Greiveldinger offers readers a pathway to winning the minute 

that will help them move towards a new destiny.

Keith's Top 3 Most Requested Speaking Engagement Topics

#1   Selling Yourself First with the Right Mindset

How the importance of Selling yourself on the Right mindset can 

lead to success in Business and Life

#2.  3 Ways to Learn Success from Our Children

How we can be more successful in Life and Business by learning 

from our Children.

#3 Positive Social Media Training in a Negative World.

How to Use Social media to your advantage. Be more positive and 

engaging in a negative world and stand out from others.
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Keith Greiveldinger is a Highly Engaging and 

award-winning Speaker, Coach, Social 

Influencer and sales Evangelist who loves 

leading others to high achievements. Keen 

Emotional Intelligence to bring a stylish 

approach to Relationship building Coach Keith 

truly enjoys helping others Win their day.

Keith is the host and founder of The Win it 

Minute and has created a network of local 

events and groups dedicated to helping others 

find their way to a Winning day.

“ As CEO of our company, I had the pleasure 

of hosting Keith Greiveldinger as a keynote 

speaker for our team, and I must say, I wasn’t 

the only one inspired by his presentation. 

Keith's ability to connect with his audience and 

captivating storytelling skills kept our team 

engaged and inspired throughout his 

presentation. I highly recommend Keith as a 

motivational speaker and life coach. His 

message of resilience and leading others to 

reach their goals will undoubtedly leave a 

lasting impact on any audience.”

~Wayne Elsey CEO-Elsey Enterprises

https://www.linkedin.com/in/keith-greiveldinger-mba-46b09a16/
https://www.youtube.com/thewinitminute
https://www.facebook.com/thewinitminute
https://www.instagram.com/winitminutekeith/

